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Abstract 

We compute the quark-monopole potential for J\f = 4 super Yang- 
Mills in the large iV limit. We find an attractive potential that falls off 
as 1/L and is manifestly invariant under g -> 1/g. The strength of the 
potential is less than the quark-antiquark and monopole-antimonopole 
potentials. 

1    Introduction 

There has been a flurry of activity in large N conformal Yang-Mills theo- 
ries [1-24]. This was started by Maldacena's remarkable observation [2] that 
computations in strongly coupled large iV Yang-Mills with N = 4 supersym- 
metry can be mapped onto tree level computations in type IIB supergravity 
living on AdS5 x 55. The radii of the 5-sphere and anti-de Sitter space are 
equal and are given by {4iTg2N)1/A = (g\MN)1^. Hence, if ffyMAr » 1 
then the corresponding supergravity theory is weakly coupled and so tree 
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level supergravity computations should give accurate results for strongly 
coupled Yang-Mills. 

This identification of N = 4 Yang-Mills with IIB Supergravity has led to 
nontrivial predictions for large N Yang-Mills. These are the first predictions 
in strongly coupled Yang-Mills that go beyond the level of the BPS states. 

In particular, Rey and Yee [13] and Maldacena [14]were able to compute 
the coulomb potential between a very massive quark and antiquark at strong 
coupling. The basic idea was to compute the Nambu-Goto action in an 
anti-de Sitter background for a static string configuration. The result is an 
energy that diverges, but after subtraction of the quark masses, one is left 
with a finite attractive potential that falls off as 1/L, where L is the distance 
between the quarks on the D3-branes. 

In this paper we will extend the result of [13] and [14] to the case of a 
massive quark and monopole. We consider a brane configuration consiting 
of N D3 branes at the origin and another D3 brane taken out to infinity. 
This describes an J\f = 4 U(N) x U(l) gauge theory. The BPS spectrum 
contains heavy quarks and monopoles that transform under the fundamen- 
tal of !7(iV) and are charged under the ?7(1) gauge symmetry. The relevant 
string configuration is a Y junction [25-34], where one string coming out of 
the junction is attached to one of the iV D3 branes at the origin. The other 
two strings are attached to the D3 brane at infinity, but at a finite distance 
L from each other along the brane1. After subtraction of the monopole and 
quark mass, we are left with a finite attractive potential between the parti- 
cles. We find an explicit function for the attractive potential as a function 
of the coupling which is manifestly S dual under g —> 1/g. 

That the potential is attractive is not surprising. A quark with mass 0 
can bind with a monopole of mass (/)/g to form a dyon with mass <py/l + 1/g2- 
We should also expect that the attractive potential between a quark and a 
monopole is not as strong as the potential between a quark and an antiquark, 
since the latter two objects can annihilate completely. We will show that 
this potential is indeeed less than the QQ potential. 

In section 2 we review the calculation in [13, 14]. In section 3 we extend 
this to the problem of a quark-monopole pair. 

2    Quark-Antiquark Potential 

Let us review the calculation in [13, 14]. We will follow closely the argument 
of [14]. The metric for type IIB string theory in the presence of N D3-branes 
was computed by Horowitz and Strominger. As we move down the throat, 

1Rey and Yee considered using a junction configuration to describe baryons [13] 
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we can approximate the metric by that for AdS5 x S5 with radii R. For the 
Nambu-Goto computation we will use the Euclidean version: 

ds2 - a' 
2 1/2 JJJ: 

— {dt2 + dxidxi) + R2-—r + R2dnl (2.1) 

where R = (AngN)1/4 and g is the string coupling. The world-sheet action 
for the string is 

S - —^ f drda^det [GMNdaX
MdpXN) (2.2) 

where GMN is the metric in (2.1). To find a static configuration we set 
r = t and a = x, where x is a direction along the D3-branes. We assume 
that one of the D3-branes has been taken out to U = oo and that the string 
configuration starts and ends on this brane. Then the action simplifies to 

S = h [ dtdxV(dxU)2 + UyR* (2.3) 

Since the configuration is static, the integration over t leads to a constant 
T. U(x) is minimized as a function of x if 

U4 = Uo2/R2 (2.4) 
V(3r£02 + uya* 

where UQ is a constant to be determined. Hence we can write a; as a function 
oiU 

(2.5) 

We can then find UQ by setting x to x — L/2 which corresponds to moving 
halfway along the string. The middle of the string is then at XJ = C/Q. Hence 
we find that 

2^   rco dv _R2   (27r)3/2 

Uo  Ji     y*yftf=\       Uo  r(l/4)2- l  'D; 

The total energy is found by substituting (2.5) with the condition (2.6) 
into (2.3). The resulting energy is infinite, because the masses of the quarks 
have been included in the total energy. To find the quark mass, consider a 
string configuration that runs from a D3 brane at large but finite U = Umax, 
to the N D3 branes at U = 0, and with a fixed coordinate Xi in the directions 
along the branes. Hence we can replace a by U in (2.2) and we find that the 
energy of this configuration is Umax/In. This is the quark mass. Subtracting 
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this off from the total energy and letting C/max  -» oo, we find that the 
remaining energy is 

/   uyuo2 
EQQ-^L 

du\ /...:..;   -n-^o 

Uo(r(i/4))a        L(r(i/4))*  • l'-/j 

The result in (2.7) is consistent with S' duality. To see this consider 
the situation where the quarks are replaced with monopoles. We then want 
to find a minimum energy configuration for this system. Now instead of a 
fundamental string, we should consider a D-string attached to the brane out 
at infinity. The world sheet action is exactly the same as in (2.2), except 
for an extra factor of 1/g = ^/9YM • Hence the coulomb energy for the 
monopole-monopole pair is 

'MM        L(r(i/4)) hMM r/TVi IA\\A ' ^-8) 

Hence, under the S dual transformation g —> l/g the potential in (2.7) is 
transformed into the potential in (2.8). 

Note that the results in (2.7) and (2.8) are both valid if gN » 1 and 
N/g » 1. This is certainly true if N is large and g ~ 1. 

3    The Quark-Monopole Potential 

In this section we derive the potential for a heavy quark and monopole. 
As in the previous section, we have N D3 branes at U = 0 and one D3 

brane at U = Umax -^ o0- We assume that there is a heavy quark at x = 0 
and a heavy monopole at x = L. Both the quark and monopole transform 
under the fundamental representation of SU(N). The string configuration 
looks as follows: In the (x, U) plane we have a fundamental string (i.e. a 
string with (p,q) charge (1,0)) attached to the D3 brane at {O.Umax) and a 
D-string (i.e. a (0,1) string) attached to the D3 brane at (L.Umax)- These 
two strings are attached to each other at the point (AL, C/Q). However, in 
order that the (p, q) charge is conserved, there must be another string with 
outgoing charge (1,1) attached to the other strings at the point (AL, UQ). 

The other end of this string is attached to one of the D3 branes at (AL, E/Q). 

This configuration is shown in Figure 1. 
From the Yang-Mills perspective on the branes, a quark and a monopole 

can bind together to form a dyon, so when the distance separation is zero, 
we should be left with only with a (1,1) string that stretches from {7 = 0 
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Figure 1: Three string-junction, with (1,0) and (0,1) strings coming in from 
U = oo and the ( — 1,-1) string attached to the iV D3 branes at U = 0. 

to U = oo. As the quark and the monopole move apart, the (1,1) string 
remains attached to one of the branes but its length gets shorter. From the 
string picture, this sort of looks like we are pulling open a zipper. 

We can now turn to the world-sheet action to find a minimum energy 
configuration. Since the dilaton field is constant for a background with par- 
allel D3 branes, the world sheet action for any (p, q) string in this background 
is given by (2.2), multiplied by a factor of ^/p2 + g2£2, where t = 1/g and 
we are assuming that the theta angle is zero. Clearly, the (1,1) string con- 
tributes U^y/l + t2/(27r) to the total energy. As for the other two strings, we 
need to minimize the action in (2.3) for each string, giving us the equations 

u4 

^(dxu)2 + uyR* 
US/R2 

1,2, (3-1) 

where i = 1 (i = 2) is the result for the fundamental string (D-string). 
Notice that Ui is not necessarily equal to UQ. Proceeding as before, we find 
that the lengths of the two strings are 

AL = 

L-AL = 

JOLI  y 

i. 

dy aiR2 

dy (3.2) 

where aj = Uo/Ui. Notice that c^ > 1, otherwise the integral will not be 
real. If a; > 1, then the tangent vector along the string will jump when 
going from the (1,0) string to the (0,1) string. 
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We can now plug these expressions back into (2.2) and find the energy for 
this configuration. As in the quark-quark case, the energy diverges because 
of the quark and monopole masses. Subtracting off I7max/(27r) for the quark 
mass and tUmax/(27r) for the monopole mass, we are left with a finite energy, 
given by 

F       -Uo -1 + — /     dy\     Z  1    - t 

-1  +vT+t2 (3-3) 

We can use (3.2) to solve for C/Q in terms of ai and a2.   Substituting this 
into (3.3) we can rewrite EQM as 

K 2 

EQM = ^i (^(«i) + i?(«2))(G(a1) + tG{ct2) + ^/T+P), (3.4) 

where the functions F{a) and G(a) can be written in terms of the Gaussian 
hyper geometric functions and are given by 

n«) = 3^ (J, !; h $)        G{a) = -F (I, -I; f; £) (3.5) 

We now want to adjust ai and 0:2 such that ^QM is minimized. We can 
take derivatives with respect to ai and a2, set them to zero, and solve for 
ai and a2. In the end this seems to involve proving an obscure identity for 
hypergeometric functions (see the appendix). 

A much easier way to proceed is to adjust ai and 0.2 such that the 
net force at the string junction is zero. If this were not zero, then the 
junction could move and lower the energy. For the (1,0) and (0,1) string, 
the derivatives dxU at U = UQ are dxU = -UQVW^I)

4
 - 1/R2 and 

dxU — UQ
2
\J(UQIU2Y - 1/-R2- Moreover the infinitesmal lengths squared 

along the strings are ds2 = a'Uo6/(U^R^dx2 and ds2 = a'UoV^R^dx2. 
Hence, from (2.3) we see that the tensions of the strings at U = UQ are 

T, 0 = J_J^^ = 1—Uo To,! = )=r-tUo       (3.6) 
'       27rU1

2R2ds      2TTVrtR 2'irV^R 

The tension of the (1,1) string is Uo(2n\/a'R)-1Vl+ t2.   Therefore, the 
forces exerted by each of the strings in the x — U plane are 

F0,i = ((U2/Uo)2, y/1 - (U2/Uo)*) ^L^ (3.7) 

, t/o/TT? 
JLi-i = (0,-1) ^     ■ 
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Clearly the net force is zero if ai4 = {UQ/UI)
A
 = (1 + t2)/t2 and a24 = 

(C/o/t^)4 = 1 + t2. Substituting these expressions back into (3.4), we find 
the expression 

EQM — 

As in the quark-quark case, the potential falls off as 1/L, as is required 
by conformal invariance. Although perhaps not immediately obvious from 
the expression, EQM is negative for all g (A graph of EQM versus g is shown 
in Figure 2). Moreover, EQM is manifestly invariant under the S duality 
transformation g —> l/#, even though strictly speaking, the binding energy 
is not invariant. For large but finite Umax, the binding energy is BQM = 
{V1 + 1/92 - 1 - l/0)0max/(27r), so under g -> 1/g, BQM -> gBQM. Of 
course, in our calculation BQM —>• oo, so the S duality invariance for the 
quark-monopole potential is valid in the region where L » 

-i and L » ^JWaiUmaxY 

-i 
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Figure 2: Plot of EQML/VN VS. g. EQM is negative for all g. 

Note that we can replace the (0,1) and (1,1) strings with the (0,-1) 
and (1,-1) strings. This corresponds to replacing the monopole with its 
charge conjugate. The calculation proceeds as before and we find the same 
attractive potential (at least when 6 = 0). 

It is instructive to compare the quark-monopole potential with the quark- 
quark potential at the self dual point. Letting g — 1, one can easily evaluate 
the expressions in (2.7) and (3.8), and find that EQM « .14:3EQQ at g = 1. 
This is consistent with the reasoning presented above. 
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There is also interesting behavior as g becomes large or small (but still 
satisfying ATTQN » 1 and AnN/g » 1). As g -> oo, we have 

3\/27r3 F (l 3.7. _j>  \ _    WIT* 2 r ^2'4'4'i+Fy _ (r(i/4))2 "'"^vff   ; 

r  ^2'     4' 4' T+s7/ 

(3-9) 

(r(i/4))2 

Hence, we find that potential is approximately 

+ 0(0-')- 

TT^-iiV)^ 3/2   _    4^(5-^)1/2 

i(r(i/4))4 L(r(i/4))< 
+ 0(5yM-d) 

(3.10) 

This is 1/4 the potential for two monopoles. Likewise, in the limit that 
g —> 0, we find that the potential is 1/4 the potential found for two quarks. 
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Appendix: Minimizing the Energy 

Taking an ai derivative on EQM in (3.4) and (3.5), we find 

OEQM _     R2 1 v  — /\ 
dai GTTL a^y/ai4 - 1 

(y^T-F^-I;!;^)-^^,-!;!;^)) 

x(3a?-v/^TF(U;i;^)) 

+ (i-y^TF(i-H;*)) 
2 

(A.l) 
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If we now let ai = A/VI + t2/t and a2 = v \/l + ^2, then (A.l) reduces to 

9£;0M_     i?2   /   t2    ^3/4 

fjpfl   3.7.    t2   A 77 f 1        1.3.     1    ^ 

_+-lj?{l   3.7.     1    ^ p A        1.3.    t2   A 
1     ^  ^2' 4' 4' l+^y^   \2>     4'4'T+^">/ 

^1+^2
F A    3.7.     1    \ _./rZJ2(p(l   _1.3.    t2   A 

f        
r  \2> 4' 4' T+Fy       V-L-rt'^^'     4M'H:?">/ 

+ ^(5>-I;!;TTF))+3(I+*2) (A.2) 

The term inside the square brackets is identically zero. A similar calculation 
can be done for   d^

M . 
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